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NSGPL-GCI 4.01 With regard to Mr. Morgan’s adjustment to the Gas in Storage balance 
related to Accounts Payable (Schedule LKM-6 PGL and Schedule LKM-6 
NS), please answer the following questions: 

a) Does Mr. Morgan’s adjustment take into consideration the 
Utilities’ Last-in, First-out (LIFO) method of accounting for its 
Gas in Storage?  If not, why not? 

b) Referring to Schedule LKM -6 PGL, the associated accounts 
payable for the months of March through June is greater than the 
balance of gas in storage.  Does Mr. Morgan agree that the impact 
of this adjustment would mean that Peoples Gas would be 
reflecting a negative net amount of gas in storage for the months of 
March through June in rate base?  If not, why not?  If the answer is 
yes, please explain how Peoples Gas could owe more in accounts 
payable than what the month end value of gas in storage is for 
those months? 

c) Referring to Schedule LKM -6 NS, the associated accounts 
payable for the months of March through July is greater than the 
balance of gas in storage.  Does Mr. Morgan agree that the impact 
of this adjustment would mean that North Shore would be 
reflecting a negative net amount of gas in storage for the months of 
March through July in rate base? If not, why not?  If the answer is 
yes, please explain how North Shore could owe more in accounts 
payable than what the month end value of gas in storage is for 
those months? 

Response:

a, b & c)  Mr. Morgan inadvertently did not consider LIFO method of accounting for 

gas in storage. The accounts payable adjustment to gas in storage will be 

withdrawn.
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